Mandate to the abbot of Fountains and his colleague, collectors of the tenth granted to the king in the province of York, to send what they have in hand at present to the king by Carlinus Guiberti and James de Avenzati, merchants of Florence, or either of them bearing these letters, as Master Rostand, papal subdeacon and chaplain, executors of the business of the Cross, orders by his letters.

By P. bishop of Hereford, and Master Rostand.

Ratification of the payment by the prior of St. Andrews, Northampton, collector of the said tenth in the diocese of Lincoln, by order of the said Master Rostand, to merchants of Siena and Florence, of 1980 marks.

By the same.

The like by Master W. de Clare, archdeacon of Suthbiry, and Robert de Milkele, collectors of the same in the diocese of Norwich, for 600 marks paid to Mainettus Spine, merchant of Florence, and 300 marks delivered to Reyner Barbotti, Erminius Erminii and James Reynerii, merchants of Siena.

By the same.

May 10. Ratification of a composition made by the said Rostand touching the proportion of the said tenth falling upon the abbot and convent of Rommeseye.

By the same.

[Vacated because otherwise below.]

The like directed to the following abbots and priors and their convents:—

The prior of Semplingham.
 parcels the Holy Trinity, Canterbury.
 parcels Bolinton.

The abbot of Thorneye.

The prior of Durham.

The abbot of Giselmink.
 parcels Abendon.
 parcels Waldia.
 parcels Kirkestede.
 parcels Leicester.
 parcels St. Edmunds.
 parcels Croyland.
 parcels Hyde.
 parcels Melesa.
 parcels Wardon.

The prior of Northampton.
 parcels Lubrissand.

The abbot of Bardeneye.

The prior of Blyth.
 parcels Ely.

The abbot of St. Edwards.
 parcels Glastonbury.
 parcels Hulme.
 parcels Peterborough.
 parcels Fornes.

[Vacated because otherwise below.]

The like of a composition of 40 marks made by the said Rostand with Maud late the wife of Hervey Bode and Hervey and John, sons of the said Hervey, executors of the will of the said Hervey about things indistinctly bequeathed granted to the king by the pope to the use of the business which the king has undertaken.